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Abstract: 

Digital watermarking schemes have come to be vital in the last decade because of the copyright protection applications.  The 

watermarking algorithms counsel so distant work merely for digital picture and video only.  Scutiny work gave a digital audio 
watermarking scheme established on range spectrum method for watermark embedding. The method doesn’t demand the early 

audio messenger gesture after removing watermark the early gesture is utilized merely for gesture analogy alongside the 

embedded audio. The Aftermath clarify that the watermark embedding is not audible but is additionally extra robust opposing the 

aggressions like filtering and compression. Examinations have shown that the inaudibility and robustness presentation aims can 

be achieved. This work displays that the counseled method provides improvements above established Range Spectrum 

Watermarking. Range spectrum is ought to be utilized by countless watermarking scheme as the data embedding technology. The 

counseled watermarking method can be effortlessly requested to usefully each audio gesture presently employing Range 

Spectrum, that seizes instant supremacy of the gains. Also, the method does not need each change in the detection scheme (de-

embedding), and in a little cases it might be requested even to arrangements that are by now being utilized. 
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         I.  DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

Watermarking is an old concept.  Visible watermarks such as 

the ones materializing on money have been utilized to 

recognize and even to protect media.  Though visible 

watermarks considerably change the quality of the work.  For 

this reason visible watermarks are normally allocated on the 

borders of artworks to cut the encounter on the quality of the 

artwork.  This leads to the facile removal of the watermark, 

plainly by cropping the watermark out of the picture.  A 

renowned example of this is the picture of Lena Sjooblom, 

that is a accepted average examination picture utilized in 
picture processing algorithms. 

 
Figure 0.1: an overview of the general watermarking system 

[4] 

 

II. INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

Digital watermarking is described as "the exercise of 
imperceptibly changing a Work [the image] to embed a memo 

concerning that Work." Watermarking is done in two parts, 

embedding and noticing one.  In the embedding period a 

memo and an picture, shouted the cover work, is bypassed to 

the embedded algorithm.  The algorithm embeds the memo 

inside the picture emerging in the watermarked image.  In the 

noticing period, the watermarked picture or each picture is 

bypassed to the detector algorithm that returns a memo 

indicating whether a watermark is present in the image. 

It can be perceived from the uttered meaning that 

watermarking is closely connected to steganography, the fine 

art of obscured communication.  Though the meaning of 

watermarking differs somewhat from the meaning of 

steganographic.  In steganographic the hidden memo has no 

relation to the medium in that the memo is transmitted.  

Whereas as in watermarking the hidden memo is always 

concerning the medium in that it is transmitted.   

A renowned example of steganographic comes from a report 

by Herodotus.  In the report a slave is dispatched by his chief, 

Histiaeus, to the metropolis of Miletus alongside a hidden 
memo tattooed on his head.  After the memo was tattooed on 

his head the slave allow his hair produce back so that the 

memo was concealed.  On appearing in Miletus, the slave after 

once more cut his head and exposed the memo to the city’s 

regent, Aristagoras.  The memo stimulated Aristagoras to 

revolt opposing the Persian king. 

This is a prime example of steganography and not of 

watermarking.  This situation is not believed watermarking 

because the memo had nothing to do alongside the medium in 

that it was dispatched, generally the slave himself.  Possessed 

the memo been the slaves term or the term of the slave’s 

proprietor next it should been believed an example of 
watermarking. 

 

Properties of Watermarks 

Watermarks are having three fundamental properties fidelity, 

robustness, and detection error.  These properties ascertain the 

effectiveness of the watermarks. 

Fidelity mentions to the perceptual similarity amid the early 

and watermarked work.  A good watermarking algorithm will 

safeguard that the early and watermarked pictures are 

perceptually the same. 

Robustness mentions to the skill of the watermark to endure 
aggressions on the watermarked image.  Watermark ought to 
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be robust plenty to endure aggressions such as JPEG 

compression, cropping, scaling etc. 

Detection error is measured in two methods fake negatives 

and fake positives.  Fake negative is after the detector 

algorithm detects no watermark after there is a watermark 

present.  Fake affirmative is after the detector algorithm 
detects a watermark after there is no watermark present.  The 

detector algorithm ought to be able to stop these kinds of 

errors. 

 

Applications 

In this section different examples of watermark applications 

are explained, namely broadcast monitoring, content 

authentication and transaction tracking. Different  algorithms 

are used in each example because they have different 

requirements. 

 

Broadcast Monitoring 
Consider a showing studio, that plays advertisements for 

assorted companies.  How can the firm understand for sure, 

that the studio did truly frolic the advertisement on the 

appointed time?  One-way is to wage someone to discern the 

studio’s broadcast.  This is not a feasible resolution for a large 

firm that wants hundreds of advertisements show from 

disparate studios in a day. 

Another option for the firm is to have all its advertisements 

watermarked.  This method a computer can be setup to scan 

all TV showing and endeavor to notice the company's 

watermark.  This method the firm can notify if their 
advertisement was broadcasted. 

A urbane watermarking algorithm is not demanded in this case 

because the showed signals will merely go across usual 

gesture processing.  It can be fairly cretin that no malicious 

aggressions will be utilized to remove the watermark. 

 

Content Authentication 

There are conditions after the artist or composer of a mass 

media will desire the skill to ascertain if their work has been 

altered.  From time to time even how the work was altered.  In 

this method the author of the work can trail each misuse of 

their works. 
Alteration of mass media can be ambitious by early 

embedding the mass media alongside a fragile watermark.  A 

fragile watermark by design will degrade or change as the 

mass media is edited.  On detection of the degraded or 

modified watermark one can ascertain that the work has been 

edited.  Additionally if the fragile watermark is urbane plenty 

that the change it goes across is steady below disparate editing 

methods, it can be ambitious what editing method was 

requested to the mass media. 

 

Transaction Tracking 
The artist or composer of work could desire to vend duplicates 

of their work to the public.  As duplicates are vended extra 

and extra pirated editions of the work will be crafted and sold.  

Pirated duplicates have to be pursued and destroyed. 

In order to stop piracy, the artist have to trail his works.  

Allocating a exceptional watermark on every single duplicate 

that is vended can do this.  If a pirated duplicate is noticed in 

the marketplace, the pirated work can be scanned to discern 

what watermark is on it.  This method the early duplicate from 

that the pirated duplicates are being crafted can be tracked.  

Therefore all origins of pirated duplicates can be eliminated. 

In this kind of arrangement the watermark have to be 

extremely urbane and robust.  It can be guaranteed that pirates 

will dispatch the work will go across malicious aggressions in 

an endeavor to remove the watermark. 

 

III. AUDIO WATERMARKING 
Digital audio watermarking keeps the data inside a digital 

audio file. Requests for this knowledge are numerous. To 

combat online music piracy, a digital watermark might be 

added to all recording.The digital entitlements association 

(DRM) removes the watermark from audio files prior to 

moving them on the system. The DRM ensures that the user 

has the access to the song by contrasting the watermark to the 

continuing bought licenses on the system. 

Other non-rights connected uses for watermarking knowledge 

contain embedding auxiliary data that is connected to a 

particular song, like lyrics, album data, or a tiny web page, etc.  

Watermarking that is utilized in voice conferencing 
arrangements indicates that party is presently speaking. A 

video request of this knowledge should encompass of 

embedding watermarks like subtitles or closed captioning 

data. 

 

             IV. PROPOSED WORK 

Time-domain methods contain the Least Momentous Bit 

substitution (LSB) and echo obscuring methods, amid 

countless others. LSB embeds the watermark data in the least 

momentous bits of the audio example benefits by overwriting 

the early bits. It seizes supremacy of the quantization error 
that normally derives from the task of digitizing the audio 

signal. On the supplementary hand, echo watermarking 

endeavors to embed data into the early discrete audio gesture 

by familiarizing a recapped edition of a constituent of the 

audio gesture alongside tiny offset, early amplitude and 

plummet rate to make it imperceptible. In finish, time-domain 

audio watermarking is moderately facile to apply, and needs 

insufficient computing resources, though, it is frail opposing 

gesture processing aggressions such as compression and 

filtering.  

Frequency area audio watermarking methods retain human 

perceptual properties and also the frequency masking 
characteristics of the human auditory arrangement for 

competent watermarking. In these methods, the period and 

amplitude of the change area coefficients are adjusted in a 

precise method to hold the wanted watermark information. 

Accepted transforms contain the Discrete Fourier Change 

(DFT), the Discrete Cosine Change (DCT), and the Discrete 

Wavelets Change (DWT). The Fourier change magnitude 

coefficients above the frequency scope from 2.4 KHz to 6.4 

KHz are substituted alongside the watermark sequence as 

human sensitivity drops contrasted to its top concerning 1 

KHz . Moreover, human ears are moderately insensitive to 
period distortion, and exceptionally lack the skill to discern 

the definite period worth, consequently the watermark is 

embodied by the comparative period amid selected 

coefficients and their neighbors. The setback alongside these 

watermarking schemes that they are less robust to gesture 

processing and malicious aggressions, such as audio 

compression. 

A general model considered for SS-based watermarking is 

shown in Figure 4.1. Vector x is the original host signal 

transformed in an appropriate transform domain. The  y vector 

is the received vector, in transform domain, after channel 
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noise. The pseudo random number generator(PRN) uses a 

secret key K which produces a chip sequence with zero mean 

and whose elements are equal to +σu or -σu. The use of secret 

key is important to provide the security to watermarking 

system. The sequence u is then added or subtracted from 

signal x according to b variable, where b assumes the values 
of +1 or -1 according to the bits to be transmitted by the 

watermarking process. The signal s is the watermarked audio 

signal. An analysis of SS-based watermarking leads to an 

equation for the probability of error.  

 
Figure. 1.2 General model of SS-based watermarking[6] 

 

Thus, inner product and norm is defined as,  

 
Where N is the length of the vectors x, s, u, n, and y in figure 

4.2. Without a loss of generality,one bit of information is 

embedded in a vector s of N transform coefficients. Then, the 

bit rate is 1=N bits/sample,The value of variable b is either +1 

or -1 which represents the bit. Embedding is performed by 

      

S = x + b u 

 

Robust Spread Spectrum Watermark 

Time-domain methods contain the Least Momentous Bit 

substitution (LSB) and echo obscuring methods, amid 

countless others. LSB embeds the watermark data in the least 

momentous bits of the audio example benefits by overwriting 

the early bits. It seizes supremacy of the quantization error 

that normally derives from the task of digitizing the audio 

signal.The echo watermarking endeavors to embed data into 

the early discrete audio gesture by familiarizing a recapped 

edition of a constituent of the audio gesture alongside tiny 
offset, early amplitude and plummet rate to make it 

imperceptible. In finish, time-domain audio watermarking is 

moderately facile to apply, and needs insufficient computing 

resources, though, it is frail opposing gesture processing 

aggressions such as compression and filtering.  

 

 
 

Figure 1.3: Proposed Audio Watermark embedding 

scheme. 

 

Other than time-domain and frequency area methods, spread-

spectrum watermarking is becoming popular. These methods 

embed a narrow-band gesture (the watermark) into a wide-

band channel to range the watermark data across the colossal 

frequency group, namely the audible spectrum. Watermark 

detection is completed by computing the correlation amid the 

watermarked audio gesture and the watermark signal. The 

Patchwork methods use pseudorandom procedures to embed a 
precise statistics into a data set that is noticed in the reading 

procedure alongside the aid of numerical indexes, like the 

mean, delineating the specific distribution. Computational 

intricacy of these methods is extremely elevated, and 

synchronization is tough to implement. The counseled way is 

a new method that will contain precise interesting aural 

properties that can be exploited for watermarking.  

 

         V. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

The scutiny of mechanical signals, or else recognized as 

gesture scutiny, is a frank trial for nearly all electronic design 

builders and scientists. As it provides priceless vision into a 
signal’s properties, gesture scutiny is merely as good as the 

instrument alongside that it is performed. Spectrum analyzers 

and vector gesture analyzers are two instruments usually 

retained to examine mechanical signals.  The Serving of the 

single sided amplitude spectra of the audio files and analogy 

of the spectra seized from the early unmarked audio file, from 

the watermarked wav-file or from the file, that was obtained 

afterward compression of the watermarked file. 

 
Fig 1.4 single-sided amplitude spectrum of the unmarked 

audio file 

 

The frequency spectrum of a audio file gesture is a 

representation of that gesture in the frequency domain. The 

frequency spectrum is generated via a Fourier change of the 

gesture, and the emerging benefits are normally gave as 

amplitude and period, both plotted versus frequency. Audio 

gesture can be embodied as an amplitude that varies alongside 

period has a corresponding frequency spectrum. After these 

physical phenomena are embodied in the form of a frequency 

spectrum, precise physical descriptions of their inner 
procedures come to be far simpler. Often, the frequency 

spectrum clearly displays harmonics, visible as different 

spikes or lines at particular frequencies, that furnish vision 

into the mechanisms that produce the whole signal. 

Subsequent to the entrapping of the unprocessed audio 

gesture, we present spectral scutiny on the gesture, 

encompassing of a fast Fourier change (FFT), that permits us 

to compute the low frequency constituents of every single 

construction, as well as the finished construction power.  The 

FFT processing is accomplished in Matlab, employing the 

pursuing equation: 
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With a standard 16 bit CD quality audio file, Fs =  44,100 

samples per second is the sampling rate, a frame consists of 

3969 samples.  If  FFT is performed on a frame of this size 

with N = 3969,the frequency resolution is as follows: 

 
 

From the FFT, it is difficult to determine the low frequency 

(DC) component of the frame F, as well as the frame spectral 
power.The sum of the amplitude spectrum squared gives the 

frame power: 

 
Fig 1.5 single-sided amplitude spectrum of the water 

marked audio file 

 
Fig 1.6 single-sided amplitude spectrum of the water 

marked superimposed over audio file 
 

From the above spectral analysis, the low frequency (DC) 

component F is calculated, which can be removed by 

subtracting it from each frame using the  formula: 

 

Watermark Signal Addition 
The spectral analysis gives the spectral power for each frame, 

which is utilized for embedding the watermark signal data. 

The amplitude of the watermark is added to the low frequency 

spectrum determined by the power in each.  The magnitude of 

the watermark is calculated using: 

 
Where Ks is the scaling factor, which tells that  the watermark 

is embedded below the audibility threshold, and 

w(n) represents the watermark signal data,whose value is 1 or 

-1. 

The f(n) purpose has nowadays been watermarked alongside 

the above procedure, and is prepared for storage, assessing, 

and watermark extraction. 

The spectrum decomposes the content of a gesture or of a 

stochastic procedure into the disparate frequencies present in 

that procedure, and helps recognize periodicities. Extra 
specific words that are utilized are the manipulation spectrum, 

spectral density, manipulation spectral density, or power 

spectral density. 

 

 
Fig 1.7: Input Audio Sample taken for watermarking 

Process 

 

 
Fig 1.8: Frequency vs. Power user per frequency in the 

Audio Spectrum 
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Figure 1.9 Single-sided amplitude spectrum of the water 

marked superimposed over audio file 

 

 
Fig 1.10: Time Consumed per sample in detection (green) 

and Embedding(blue) in sec 

 

 
Fig 1.11 Plot depicting Watermark Embedding time of 

selected audio files 

 
Fig 1.12 Plot of Watermark Embedding time Vs Detection 

time of selected audio files 

 

VI. RELATED WORK 

According to Ghobadi [1], Watermarking security is degraded 

by mixing audio. Hence, it is of great importance to introduce 

some mixing-attack-proof algorithm for audio watermarking. 

In their research paper a randomized audio watermarking 

algorithm is proposed for embedding watermarks in spread 
spectrum for improving the watermark immunity to attacks. 

Firstly, in order to get rid of the host signal interference a 

balanced modulation is introduced. Another strategy for 

embedding pseudo-noise is defined to decrease the 

interference. And at last, a synchronization strategy for 

improving multiple synchronization of different components is 

also proposed. The experimental results shows that the 

proposed algorithm is successfully immune to the mixing 

attacks and it can resist the up to 5 mixed components mixing. 

According to Guo, Yuhong [2], In their work, they proposed 

different upgrades of conventional Spread Spectrum 

Watermarking, the installing time of ordinary watermarking is 
under 5 sec, and 2.3 sec is the recuperation time. The proposed 

procedure is connected to any sound flag. Additionally, it  

does not need any adjustment in identification, and it could be 

connected at a time even to those frameworks that are being 

utilized. 

According to I. J. Cox[3] Digital watermarking has been 

evolved in recent years for the purpose of protecting 

multimedia contents from any intellectual piracy. This can be 

fulfilled by changing the original content, or by putting a 

signature which can be extracted later, as an ownership 

identity. Indeed, many different digital video, image and audio 
watermarking algorithms have been proposed and is 

implemented. 

According to J. Fridrich[4] In frequency domain audio 

watermarking technique human perceptual properties and the 

frequency masking characteristics of the HAV system is 

utilized for effective watermarking. In these techniques, phase 

and as well as the amplitude of transform domain coefficients 

are altered in a certain way for carrying out the desired 

watermark information. Some of the popular transforms are 

the Discrete Fourier Transform, the Discrete Cosine 

Transform, and the Discrete Wavelets Transform. 
A robust audio watermarking scheme presented by Bassia [5] 

using blind watermark detection approach, in earlier time it 

was in  time domain which was based on direct modification 

of amplitude values in such a manner that it does not result in 

any perceptual difference. The copyright owner is having a 
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special watermark key which is used for extracting the 

watermark which is to be embedded in the audio signal. 

Robustness could be significantly increased if watermark with 

high amplitude values is used. These Watermarking schemes 

are presented is statistically imperceptible and it is not resist to  

MPEG compression, filtering, requantization, and rescaling. 
According to Wu.[6], Audio watermarking scheme embeds 

synchronization codes and it hides the informative data into 

low frequency coefficients of DWT domain in order to 

achieve robustness against signal processing namely, 

cropping, MP3 compression, resampling, requantization, and 

gaussian noise corruption. SNR and BER calculations 

calculates the performance. It reveals that embedding strength 

is depended on type as well as magnitudes of  original audio 

signals. 

The scheme presented by X. Wang[7], template information 

and the watermark  is embedded in low – middle DCT 

coefficients of the Discrete Wavelet Transform- decomposed 
original signal by making use of the adaptive quantization. 

This is done in accordance to the local audio correlation and 

the human auditory masking. The features of template as well 

as watermark are extracted from watermarked audio and these 

are selected as training sample for training SVR. The digital 

watermark is recovered using SVR and the actual outputs are 

predicted. NC, PSNR, distortion ratio calculations has 

revealed that scheme was inaudible and robust to some 

signals. Its performance is better than SVM watermarking 

scheme which involves easy calculations and the 

implementation, and hence enhances practicality. 
According to H. Liu [8], The proposed algorithm embeds the 

watermark into the absolute average of audio low frequency 

coefficients in DWT. While the error correcting code is 

applied to lower bit error rate of watermark in extraction 

process. SNR, BER,NC calculations shows:SNR=23.342 for 

watermarked signal. This method is robust to common attacks 

and especially to de-synchronization attacks. If the value of 

error rate >20% then the watermark can’t be extracted 

correctly, so the repetition code shouldn’t be applied in that 

case. 

Wang [9].According to this research paper the audio is 

segmented and each of them is cut into two sections and the 
synchronization code is embedded to the first section using 

spatial techniques and the second section is transformed using 

DWT and embedding of watermark is done to low frequency 

components. The value of BER and PSNR reveals that the 

scheme was inaudible and robust against de-synchronization 

attacks such as amplitude variance, random cropping, pitch-

shifting, jittering and timescale modification. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The aftermath display that the counseled method provides 

assorted improvements above established Range Spectrum 
Watermarking, normal watermark embedding period is less 

than 5 sec, and recovery period is even lower concerning 2.3 

sec on average for input example taken. Range spectrum is 

ought to be utilized by countless watermarking schemes as the 

data embedding technology. The counseled watermarking 

method can be effortlessly requested to usefully each audio 

gesture presently employing Range Spectrum, that seizes 

instant supremacy of the gains. Also, the method does not need 

each change in the detection scheme (de-embedding), and in a 

little cases it might be requested even to arrangements that are 

by now being used.The aftermath display that the counseled 

method provides assorted improvements above established 

Range Spectrum Watermarking, normal watermark embedding 

period is less than 5 sec, and recovery period is even lower 

concerning 2.3 sec on average for input example taken. Range 

spectrum is ought to be utilized by countless watermarking 

schemes as the data embedding technology. The counseled 
watermarking method can be effortlessly requested to usefully 

each audio gesture presently employing Range Spectrum, that 

seizes instant supremacy of the gains. Also, the method does 

not need each change in the detection scheme (de-embedding), 

and in a little cases it might be requested even to arrangements 

that are by now being utilized. 
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